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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlos Mario Zapata Sañudo has contributed to the dictionary with 52 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aforismo
Non-formal argument it contains contains a message of the thymos type or within things.

apokalypsis 2
Be strong, as well as my mom when I Paris; And to those who were born by cease I tell them what Julio Enrique Blanco
heard:... always unavoidably, the being born with pain. With pain deep. As the effort to become from the the Noser is
already in pain.

argumento de autoridad des-autorizado
An argument of unauthorized authority is one that dissociates or removes the personal name or nucleus of the person
who wrote the short or extensive quote for the use of rhetorical reasoning. 

b4
b4 is an opening among others of the escaques, but it occurs with the White because the White always start because
they are the seed before the celestial vault of the black repertoire. 

barroco
bArOcO is a mode of the second figure of the syllogism valid: = example A kilo of bread costs one euro. O = a kilo of
bread costs 4000 pesos. Or = some 4000 weights do not cost a euro. When is A all or some do not...

ben
Ben is a walker in the ancient language and its Mayan ramifications.  From this it follows that for Spanish the conjugation
of the verb to come which implies a movement then ben is synonymous with ven . 

blanca rosa zapata
Social work in Barranquilla Colombia

cibernética
Cybernetics is the empirical support or hypostasis of intelligence. 

clasificación planetológica
The classification of planets consists of the following types and planets: .  Nearby planets.   .  .  Distant planets.   .  .  . 
Rare or strange planets like the most distant and attractive rocks, And.  ,   .  .  .  .  Emblematic or psychological planets
that lead to philosophical systems of relative worlds of existence such as nightmares, wakefulness, fantasies, anxieties
and perceptions. 

concepto contradictorio
The contradictory concept is a concept and its negation as between Ser and NOSER there is no middle ground, but if
contradiction, Satan mefiante. 

dilema de desaparecion
The detachment dilemma is that if for some strange reason the internet disappeared, we would have the task of
rebuilding it.  And if it disappeared or God likes it, the human species would have to appear a species similar to the



human that of value to the internet.

dilema de desaparición
The dilemma of disappearance is that if the internet disappears for some strange reason, we would have the task of
rebuilding it. And if the human species disappears, nor does God like it, a species similar to the human one would have
to appear that gives intellectual value to the internet.

dire straits
Dire Straits which means narrow Terrible, is one of the most important bands of all time in the British rock scene. With
his virtuosic and lyrical notes that sing to the blue, is a whole street of ominous expresses how the military engineer
Marco Antonio Sañudo Andrade.

disyuntiva de popper
The dilemma of Popper is that if Internet goes away I would have to rebuild the database or information, but if we are the
human species that disappeared, would appear an intelligence able to interpret what already is fact.

divini rae
Divini Rae is also a super playboy model, playmates 2003 and erotic actress, she is also a yoga facilitator for men and
women and even newborns.  He was born in Alaska, United States.  ,  ,  , 

entimema
Entimema is an irregular syllogism that has analytical form, where one premise is contained in another. 

epiquerema
Epikerem is a syllogism or irregular reasoning of two or more premises accompanied by a proof, what did Joseph do
while nailing Jesus? if the answer is given, the epikerema is concluded.  .  .  . 

falcete logico
The logical falcete is the opposite of sophistry, that is, a true argument is the appearance of falcity. 

farmacografia
The propedêutica is a follow-up to the sick in their method, this means that the reason of Pharmacology is a follow-up of
the patient well-being.

interdicción
Interdiction is the legal denial of the will of an individual, which has nevertheless been refuted by the United Nations. 

internet continuo
The continuous internet is the surest form of a digital eternal life.  It is also the future possibility of not rebuilding the
internet or restarting it in case it disappears along with the human species, but of continuing it if it reappears alone or
accompanied by human beings.  .  .  . With only one digital ghost left you can continue as for example a Divini Rae
image. 

internista



Person in charge of the internet emergency unit. 

itinerario del yo
The itinerary of the self consists of the turns that a self gives with respect to itself, I am guided, I remember myself, I hide
myself and I accompany myself. 

itinerarios de la conciencia
The itineraries of consciousness are the psychic processes of an animal, to the degree more significant in humans. 
These itineraries are basically : Sleep or fantasy.  The dream or prelude to sleep.  The nightmare or puncture.  And
wakefulness or perception.

julio enrique blanco
Julio Enrique Blanco is a writer of philosophy and education promoter published in Colombia in the 20th century. Their
thinking differs from schopenhauer because it puts the boulesis in the background at the epistemological level,
approaching more to Descartes thought placing based on categorical of existence as it can be concluded in his book
NEA-APO-KALYPSIS or book of revelations by reasoning.

koans
Koans are irregular statements or racicocinios used in Zen or Japanese Buddhism.

koans abstracto
An abstract koans is a rational subterfuge that is used to provoke amazement and humor in the audience or student. 

letanía
A litany is a monologue dialogue or accompanied in lyrical form sublimated to a religious instance. 

lógica difusa
Fuzzy logic is the clear axiomatic study of a non-clear fuzzy object.  Its axioms are : The thesis as position for the Sér . 
The antithesis as opposition to Nothingness and synthesis as composition to becoming.  The object of study is or are the
conditions . 

masturbación
Masturbation is a masochistic and bisexual relationship, which in both is erotic. 

metafísica residual
Residual metaphysics is the notion of life that remains when the culture of the species called humanity even the internet
disappears for some reason and we are continued by an intelligence either extraterrestrial or intraterrestrial friend.  This
notion is like seeing an ant road in a car rhombus.  .  . 

método cartesiano
Rules of the Cartesian method are seven, between scientific and moral divide in two: make and doubt.  The first is the
mathematical answer against anguish and mental disorder, the second is the tilt against common sense.

micromegas



It's a tale of Voltaire that has to do with a star sky Walker Sirio, who along with the dwarf of Saturn visited the Earth the
18th-century. The Micromegas white book is the Socratic argument: only is nothing, or only come from something that
becomes, and on the other hand, how typical of our species human arrogance.

minimo infantil
The minimum child is the representation of 28 K for one month of life to minors based on their occupational work that
complements their studies. 

motivo
The reason is the rational source of continuity. Mathematical logic of cierto-falso is that it is false as a condition, the truth
cannot become false, but as a counterpart, the false can be converted into true. It can not escape to the reasons,
therefore I exist in certain circumstances, conditions, this gives continuity, if no conditions ceased to exist, and even a
short circuit is part of a forensic argument.

nada invàlida
Invisible nothingness is a cognitive deficiency

nada personal
Personal nothingness is the existential answer to the question of what is the world for the dead?

negación
The denial in terms of mathematical logic must have No or end of link or logical connector after the noun: example.
Chess is not difficult. Symbolized how - Q. Or with the expression does not occur that chess will be difficult. As for the
doctrine of the denial of Schopenhauer, refers to see into the mind of a suicide, a statement of their desire to live but in
other conditions or quality of life: example. A chess player can lie their King in symbol that no longer want to continue
living in this game. In ontological sense, denial refers Parmenides in his didactic poem Peri Physeos how the
unthinkable, that cannot be.

ortología
The orthology is the correct way to pronounce the words. And to say of my have what many call attached language, IE: I
can not pronounce the R. Many do not understand me, or when I make my own name Mario, perceive that I say maguio,
even Smartphones do not recognize my pronunciation, in the end, as I understand the didactic poem Periphyseos of
Parmenides: this route is me is denied, can not even imagine the R.

ovni
Flying object not yet identified, which could be observed from the ground in some constellation and that thanks to the
uncertainty principle we can specify its position but not its speed, and its speed but not its position. 

permio novel de literatura
Literature is a social function which aims, avoid suicide how a resolution from a choice of more. In this sense, the
extension of the literature on music lyricism: e.g. Bob Dylan that leaves how world heritage sites, a series of letters
meaning a set of optimal values that override drugs or theories that help society and lead it to its preservation. The
award is recognition on a moral scale of freedom, understanding this last how agent intellect. It is thus how expressed in
my essay: Nirvana - reflect on lathe to Schopenhauer and K Cobain thought, a form of misfortune and communication.

piedra



Stone is understood as a solid quality of matter that is given by nature and worked by animal culture and higher in
humans and perhaps extraterrestrial beings.  Meteorites are small rocks or fragments of rocks classified in astronomy
catalogs in alphanumeric form among other catalogs.  SM 3024644309 stone. 

ricardo de cuba menendez
Ricardo de Cuba Menéndez is an economist of the University of Atlántico. He was born in Barranquilla, Colombia on
September 26, 1950. for many years he has dedicated to the production of playful theories such as the Q-VARIABLE,
PLAYFUL dimensions and currently works in the evolution of the concave polygons sorted and irregular.

said
Arab term designating the position of tables by Drowning on the chessboard

silogismo
dArIIlA = all ice is a conejoI = Socrates is a hieloI = Socrates is a conejoCuentos of the Hermanos Grind

simbolo
The symbol is that which distinguishes the human being from the animal kingdom, therefore the movement of an
Orangutan is rational, but the annotation of the movement is symbolic, the latter is known as Polish opening or
Orangutan and is classified as hypermodern in the informant contained in a database or information. 

sinónimo de río
Nile

termino de enlace trascendental
The term transcendental link is the one that links the Nothing with the Sér set, Devenir .

übersicht
Composition.

zatan mediante
Advocates zatan, we need to love our enemies and you know it: love to your friends and love your enemies.  .  .


